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A Quick Context Reminder: 
 
• In the early days when Metro was simply an idea and consideration was being given 

as to where it would run, Arlington was a natural option.  North of Rt. 50, running 
Metro on the location of I-66 was the initial suggestion.  South of Rt. 50, Columbia 
Pike was also considered.  The people in leadership roles then valiantly fought for 
running metro underground and along  Wilson Blvd., which has given us today’s 
Rosslyn-Ballston corridor.  It was not without controversy then.  Today, after 
investing billions of dollars in the RB corridor, it has become a major economic 
engine for Arlington and a model for smart growth.  Where, in my humble opinion, 
the RB corridor fell short was in deliberately planning to protect ALL of the affordable 
housing in that area.     

 
• Meanwhile south of Rt. 50, Columbia Pike lost out.  No Metro.  Instead the Pike 

would rely solely on a bus system for public transportation.  As a result, the Pike 
area has not prospered as well as those who got the Metro.  Today the Pike is the 
busiest bus system with the highest ridership in the state of Virginia.  The Pike is the 
most diverse corridor in Arlington with 65% of the population as minorities, according 
to the County’s July 2014 Urban Design & Research report.  So our diverse 
residents who make their home in the Pike neighborhoods, one of the more 
affordable areas of the county, will continue to rely on more buses to get around.  To 
the credit of many caring leaders of the Pike area from all walks of life, they got 
together decades ago and began a plan to revitalize the Pike while valuing the 
protection of our diversity.  A major part of that plan was to be a modern streetcar 
system.   
 

An Award Winning TOD County: 
 

• As many people know, for the last several decades, Arlington County has been a 
national leader in transit investments, smart growth and transit oriented 
development.  Turning away from a modern streetcar system is a dramatic step 
backwards – not only is it wrong to take it away from the Columbia Pike Corridor 
AND from Crystal City, it is wrong for ALL of Arlington County.  Let’s remember that 
this is a regional project as Fairfax County is also our partner.  My hope is that 
Arlington’s credibility in the region will not be adversely affected.   

 
• Some of the following points will sound familiar to many Arlingtonians and it will be 

one of the last times I will mention them.  Despite the perception that streetcar 
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systems lack support from the public or are not working in the communities that have 
chosen to invest in them: 

 
o The Governor, Secretary of Transportation for the Commonwealth, and the 

Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation all support the streetcar 
program and agreed to serve as funding partners – committing to fund up to 
50% of the total cost of the project 

o Nationally, there are 16 streetcar lines in operation today, and there are 37 
modern streetcar systems in various stages of planning.   

o As with any project of this magnitude, there are a multitude of issues that 
must be worked through, but clearly cities across our nation are moving 
towards this next generation transit system 

 
• I want to continue to emphasize that the Arlington-Fairfax Modern Streetcar System 

would have provided: 
 

o Increased capacity with fewer vehicles resulting in less congestion 
o Increased ridership – streetcars are a mode of choice 
o Increased economic development, investment and job growth in the corridor, 

becoming another economic engine for all of Arlington 
o Support of our affordable housing goals through an award-winning plan to 

protect our diverse residents and assist them to continue residing in our 
community 

 

• (TALKED ABOUT AFFORDABLE HOUSING PLAN)   
• Perhaps some might recall that in May 2014, I was awarded the prestigious Livable 

Communities Leadership Award from the Coalition for Smarter Growth for work in 
2013 as Chairman of the County Board.  As Chairman, I led the Board to adopt a set 
of innovative financial tools for preserving affordable housing along the Pike, 
including the creation of a Transit Oriented Affordable Housing Fund (TOAH) and a 
Tax Increment Financing area along the Pike for defined revitalization districts.  All 
contingent upon having a modern streetcar system.  This plan is now being used as 
a model around the country for future transit oriented development.   

 
• Investments such as the streetcar program are not simply a transportation tool or a 

tool for neighborhood development – they are truly investments in our future that 
help provide the financial resources this community will need for school expansion 
and other school needs, as well as for many other amenities.  
 

• We have it so good in our community that perhaps at times it might be easy for 
some to take for granted what we do have, all earned through a lot of hard work and 
careful planning. For example… 
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(READ LIST OF SOME RECENT AWARDS) 
 

• We have always prided ourselves on planning for the future – making strategic 
investments that spur economic growth and development while at the same time 
preserving our neighborhoods AND our diversity, and supporting our community 
values.  Today we have failed to continue this tradition. 

 
Entering a new era: 

 
• Will we now become a timid and stagnant community?  Or will we dare to be bold an 

innovative and make the strategic investments that are required to craft sustainable 
policies for us and for future generations?  Time will tell.   
 

• To those of you now on the Pike area that either purchased a business or moved to 
the area thinking that the streetcar was going to happen, all I can say is that I am 
very sorry that you have made that investment planning for the future. Our 
government is now letting you down. 

 
• While I believe that my colleagues are doing what they believe is in the best interest 

of our community, I am incredibly and profoundly disappointed in the action the 
County Board is going to take this afternoon.  Their action today is a step 
backwards, and I instead want to move forward.   

 
• Let me say that I, in addition to my colleagues, take very seriously the fact that we 

are elected to serve the interests of all of our community and all of our residents.  
And I want to emphasize that we are elected to serve ALL of our diverse residents, 
in every segment of our community.   

 
• And yes, I have heard and understand the unrest and concerns among some 

members of our community who do not support the streetcar project.  And the 
beauty of it is that we live in a democracy and we have varied views, and the hope is 
that those can be expressed in a civil manner.  So, I have heard you.   

 
• But I have to add, speaking for myself, I have convictions, and I do not trade them. I 

do not raise my thumb and see where the political wind is blowing.  People worked 
long and hard to craft the plan for Columbia Pike, which includes a modern streetcar 
system, and I value my hometown too much to abandon our carefully designed 
strategic plans that will continue to make us competitive in the region.  I value and 
respect having a public process, it means something in Arlington.   

 
• I look forward to continuing the dialogue with all of Arlington about setting a vision for 

our community for the next 20 years or more, defining our priorities and charting a 
course to get there.  I fully recognize that to many Arlingtonians we clearly did not 
fulfill our obligation to substantiate this investment and demonstrate the benefits it 
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would provide.  Nonetheless, I remain firmly committed to this project and I continue 
to believe that it is in the best interest of Arlington County now and into the future.   

 
• Finally, I want to acknowledge and take full responsibility for my part in failing to 

obtain ongoing approval from all residents who did not participate initially in this 
process and who feel they were left out from the decision making. 

 
• We did not do a good job of continuing to actively seek out their authorization, on an 

ongoing continuous basis, from all segments and corners of our community prior to 
getting to where we are today. 

 
Legitimate Public Process: 
 
• But make no mistake about it, this has been a legitimate public process complete 

with one-on-one meetings throughout the county, small meetings, medium meetings, 
large meetings, small forums, large forums, charrettes, not to mention advisory 
commission meetings and subcommittees, deferrals and not one, but two County 
Boards (Fairfax and Arlington) supporting and voting for the streetcar. 

• Thank you to all the Arlington residents who helped craft our plans for Columbia Pike 
that included recommending the streetcar. 

• Thank you to all citizen volunteers from the surrounding Pike neighborhoods that 
recommended we move forward with a streetcar system 

• Thank you to all Commission volunteers who assisted us in reviewing and 
RECOMMENDING moving forward with a streetcar system 

• Thank you to all Landowners, tenants, the commercial sector who has agreed to 
help pay for transportation projects, and agreed on moving forward with a streetcar 
system 

• Thank you to all county government staff, consultants, smart growth experts whom 
we sought advice and whom recommended we move forward with a streetcar 
system 

• And thank you to all elected leaders in both Arlington and Fairfax Counties 
 
Some BIG questions remain: How many tax dollars will be wasted due to the loss of this 
project?  What is the total cost of not going forward?  Will this abandoning action 
negatively affect Arlington’s Triple AAA bond rating?  

 
So the challenge for all of us, the collective WE in ALL of Arlington is: 
Can we come together and unite?  Can we return to civil and respectful discussions of 
all topics confronting our community?  Not shying away at all from presenting each of 
our determined views, but hopefully doing so without the rancor and knee jerk reaction 
found in some places.   
 
I will remain hopeful that we can return and uphold our thoughtful and respectful 
discussions in the finest Arlington tradition.     

#### 
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